
Now Serving Organic 
Caffé Mochas

Mocafé Organics™  Dominican Sweet Ground  

Chocolate for premium quality tasting mochas  

and hot sipping cocoas. USDA Organic Certified  

with no compromise on flavor.



flavors dominican mocha

pure organic
ingredients

Organic evaporated cane juice,  
Organic Dominican cocoa,  
Soy lecithin,Organic Belizian Vanilla

item number 79-4899

upc 81216900130

packaging 30 lb. coffee bar box

To place an order please  
visit us at www.mocafeorganics.com 
or call us at:

1 (888) 662-2334

© Copyright 2007 Innovative Beverage Concepts, Inc. All rights reserved.

4reasons to switch to  
Mocafé Organics™  
Dominican Sweet Ground 
Chocolate.
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1.  Better Quality, Pure Ingredients 
from Small Artisan Farmers 
Means Better Tasting Drinks 
Guaranteed.
Organic chocolate quality 
starts with healthy soil, the 
best varietals and careful  
attention from the farmer.  
Our cocoa beans are sup-
plied by over 600 small scale 
organic farmers who are 
partners in the Yacao project 
in the Dominican Republic.

2.  Organic Food is the Fastest 
Growing Segment of Food Sales 
in North America!
U.S. organic food sales have 
grown between 17 and 21 
percent each year since 1997, 
to nearly triple in sales, while 
total U.S. food sales over this 
time period grew in the range 
of only 2 to 4 percent a year.

 3.  Healthier, Pesticide-Free  
Cocoas and Mochas.
Coffee and cocoa are the 
most heavily sprayed crops 
in the  world. Pesticides used 
frequently include chemicals 
such as the infamous  
organochlorine pesticide  
Lindane, linked to severe 
health problems.

4. Fair Trade
By guaranteeing farmers a fair 
and sustainable price, 
Fair Trade™ allows cocoa 
farmers to invest in post 
harvest techniques that bring 
out the  individual flavors and 
subtle nuances of the  
particular cocoa region.

Made with 
Fair Trade Certified™ 
Cocoa.

Certified organic by  
Organic Certifiers,  
www.organiccertifiers.com


